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Algebraic Torsion for Infinité Simple Homotopy Types
F. T.

Farrell1) and

J. B.

Wagoner2)

This paper is the last of a séries dealing with the problem of giving an algebraic
description of the torsion invariant for proper /i-cobordisms using the concept of a
locally finite infinité matrix. The other two papers are [1] and [6]. The reader should
also consult [5]. The main results of this paper are (3.1) and (4.1) which describe the
group of proper simple types on a strongly locally finite CW-complex as a J^-type
group Wh(7i). The exact séquence (3.6) of [1] allows Wh(7r) to be computed in a
number of cases.
§ 1.

Infinité simple types

In this section we give a définition of infinité simple homotopy type equivalen
to the one in [5] but in a form more convenient for our purposes.
Let *% dénote the category of strongly locally finite, countable, CW-complexes and
proper homotopy classes of continuous maps. Recall from [2] that a CW-complex is
strongly locally finite provided it is the union of a countable, locally finite collection
of finite subcomplexes. Let ^+cz^ dénote the full subcategory whose objects are
finite dimensional. A proper expansion K/L in the category fé7 is an inclusion KczL
where L — Ku(\<J^=1 Lt) and each Lt is a finite subcomplex such that
for i=£j
a)
b) Lt collapses to Kt=KnLi.
A proper contraction L\K is the homotopy inverse of a proper expansion K/*L. A
proper map f:X-> F is a proper simple homotopy équivalence (in #) iff there is a
séquence of proper expansions and contractions X— X0-^Xl->X2-*'~Xn-.1-+Xn=Y

(Li-^niLj-K)^

whose composition is properly homotopic to/.
a morphism in ^+, then it is a
proper simple équivalence (in ^+) provided each map Xt-^Xi+1 is a morphism in
in #+ must satisfy the condition
^+. In particular each proper expansion
c) there is an integer n such that dim(Lf — K)^n for ail /.
Now given the notion of proper simple équivalence in <€ we hâve as in [5] the
group &*(X) of proper simple homotopy types of an object X of fé\ An élément of
<y(X) is represented by a proper homotopy équivalence/: X-* Y and two such maps
fo:X-> Yo a.ndf1:X-+ Yt are considered the same iff there is a simple équivalence
s: 70~> Yx in <€ such that sof0 is properly homotopic to ft. Similarly one has the

If/is

K/L

x)
2)
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group of proper simple types 5^+ (X) for any object X in <^+. If X is an object of
^+ there is a natural map y+ {X)-+ ^(X) which we show to be an isomorphism in
(4.2).

Throughout this paper any CW-complex will always be assumed to be strongly
locally finite. We need this in order to say as in [2] that any proper map can be
properly deformed to a cellular map - the starting point for the algebraic theory of
and the System of fundamental
simple types describing ^(X) as a functor of
groups of neighborhoods of infinity. If one works in the category of ail locally finite,
countable CW-complexes, then &*(X) may be non-zero even though X is simply
connected and simply connected at infinity. For example, let
where
en~l
en is attached to
by collapsing den to a point in the interior of en~1. The property
of being strongly locally finite is preserved under proper simple équivalence. Hence,
if K' is any subdivision of K which is strongly locally finite, then K and K' are not
simpiy équivalent although they ought to be. This minor technical point could be
remedied if one knew that any locally finite CW-complex had a strongly locally finite
subdivision. We get around the difficulty by working only with strongly locally finite
CW-complexes. In passing we remark that (**) of [5] is false if the category of ail
locally finite, countable CW-complexes is used. One must stay with strongly locally
finite complexes.
+
Suppose L KKjfi{enl}ugj{enj 1}. Suppose the attaching map g3 of some («+1)1
cell enj + misses ail the «-cells except, say, e" and suppose gj takes the top hémisphère
of denj + 1 homeomorphically onto e" and takes the bottom hémisphère into L. Thus
the pair e"ue"+1 forms an elementary expansion. We shall say that e] + l cancels env

n^

^^u^u-

§ 2.

Définition of torsion \nf6 +

In this section
équivalence in

we briefly recall the définition

^+. For

of torsion for

a proper homotopy
détails and terminology see [1] and [6, Chap. I, § 5].

Let X be a non-compact, connected, strongly locally finite CW-complex and let
t:T-+X be a tree for X. This means that T is a locally finite, contractible, one dimensional simplicial complex with a base vertex OeT such that if veT is a vertex
différent from 0 then at least two 1-cells branch orTfrom v. Furthermore, t:T-+Xis
required to be a cellular map which is properly ^-connected in the sensé that
t*:H°(X)->H°(T) and t*:He°nd(X)->He°nd(T) are isomorphisms.
The obstruction group Wh(Z; t)9 which is defined in [6, Chap. I, § 5] to capture
the torsion of a proper homotopy équivalence/: W-+X in ^+, is an abelian group
and the inverse System of fundamental groups of
which dépends only on
neighborhoods of infinity in X, Up to isomorphism Wh(X;
i) is also independent of the
choice of tree t:T-*X. The group Wh(Z; t) can be computed as follows:
First some generalities. Let t:T-+ X be any tree for X. The set of vertices of T

n^

/
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can be partially ordered by letting w< v iff the arc from v to the base vertex 0 passes
through u. Let \v\ dénote the number of 1-simplices in the arc from v to 0. Let TV^T
dénote the smallest subcomplex containing ail vertices w of T with v^w. Let J'czJ
be a cofinal subset (containing the vertex 0) obtained as foliows : choose an increasing
séquence O no<n1<--. Then let jeJ' iffthere is some nk with \j\=nk. Associated
is a tree T' obtained by inserting a 1-simplex between vertices u and v of J'
to
whenever u< v and there is no vertex w of
with u<w<v. The natural map T' -+T
is properly ^-connected and the composition 7" —? T-> X is a tree for X.
derived
Now start with the original tree V.T^X. Then there is a tree t':Tr
from t:T-+X by the above process and there is a collection {Xu} of infinité, connected subcomplexes of X (one subcomplex Xu for each vertex u of T') satisfying the
following conditions (cf. [6, Chap. I, § 5]) :
a) X0 X, XU-=>XV when u^v, and t'(Tu)czXu

/'

/'

^X

^0^

0 if |w| M andtf#i>
b)
c) for each «^0, X— \J\v\ n Xv is contained in some finite subcomplex of X
d) given any finite subcomplex K of X, there is some n^O such that
0.
lo{ nXv)
Now for each vertex u of J" let 7iu 7r1(ZM, t'(u)). If u^v define the homomorphism yuv:nv-*nu to be "conjugation" by the path t'(<xvu)czXu where ocvuczT^ is the
of
arc from u to y. The collection n {nu, yuv} is a tree of groups over the set
vertices of T'. Let Z[n] {Z[nu]9 yuv} dénote the associated tree of group rings. Let
Wh(7t) be as defined in [1] and [6, Chap. I, § 5], Then there is an isomorphism

/'

of using Wh(Z; /)

the obstruction group rather
than one of its "représentatives" Wh(7c) is to make the torsion well defined and
independent of various choices such as the Xu above. However in proving certain
things one often uses a convenient choice of a Wh(7i). Also, there is the basic algebraic
exact séquence (see (4.3) below) which relates Wh(7r) with the Wh(;rM) and K0(nu)
and allows one to compute Wh(^) in a number of cases.
We will briefly indicate how to define the torsion
See [6, Chap.

I,

§

5]. The point

as

of an inclusion K -» L where Kis a proper déformation retract of L and dim (L — K) < oo.
Hère n {nU9 yuv} is the tree of groups corresponding to any choice of a tree tf:Tf-+L
derived from t: T-+ L as above and any choice of a System {Lu} satisfying (a) through
(d) with respect to t ' : T' -» L. The définition of t (L, K) given below is in the spirit of
[4]. Using the gênerai machinery of [6, Chap. I, § 5] and [1] it is not hard to see that
this approach to torsion for infinité simple types is équivalent to the one worked out
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in [6, Chap. I, § 5] which follows the lines of [3]. The argument showing the
is entirely similar to the one in the compact case.
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For any CW-complex X9 let X dénote the universal covering space p:X-+X.
If YczX, let Y=p-1(Y).
By condition (a) above t'(u)eLu for every vertex u of T'. Select a fixed lifting
ûeLu of t'(u). If v is a vertex of T' and u^v, let v'eLu be the lifting of t'(v)eLu
obtained as the end point of the lifting of the path t (<xvu) to a path in Lu starting at û.
Hère ocvu dénotes the arc from u to v in T'u. If v is a vertex of T' with u^v there is a
unique map Lv-+Lu covering the inclusion Lv-+Lu such that veLv goes to v'eLu.
Furthermore, if u < v < w the map Lw -? LM is the composition LW->LV-+ Lu.
The next choice we make is to sélect a locally finite collection A of paths a (<x)
from the barycenters of cells a of L to the images /'(a(<r)) of vertices u{a) of T7'
such that if t7c:LM then a(or)cLu. if aczLu the path a(cr) détermines a path jftM(cr)
fromcr to /'(w)inLM: first follow a (a) to t ' {u (a)) and then follow ?'(au>M(a)) to /'(w).
Hère aMM((7) is the arc in T' from w(a) to u.

If X is any CW-complex, let Xn dénote the rc-skeleton of X.
Now define the based Z [7r]-module

Cn (L,

K)

as

follows :

where for each vertex u of 7"
Cw

(L,

K\

H„ (LJ, LT1 u (L; n

with respect to the universal cover LM->LM. The Z [7rM]-module
Cn(L, K)u is free with one basis élément for each «-cell of Lu — K. The basis élément
corresponding to an «-cell a of Ln — K is given by the lifting of a to Lu determined
by the path pu (a). If u < v the map Lv -> Lu détermines a homomorphism Cn (L, K)v-*
-* Cn (L, K)u and in fact we hâve an injection
The

"bar"

is taken

Cn(L, K)v ®ZinvlZ[nu]-> Cn(L, K)u
whose image is the free submodule generated by the «-cells of Lu — K which lie in
Lv-K. The boundary operators dun:Cn(L, K)u-+Cn-l(L, K)u are compatible with
the maps Cn(L, K)v-* Cn(L, K)u and therefore define a morphism of Z [7r]-modules

dH:CH(L9K)-+CH-1(L,K)
which satisfies dn_1odn

of

based

0. This gives a chain complex

Z [7r]-modules. In

fact,

if

Sn

{Snu} is

the tree of sets over Jr where

Snu
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consists of the w-cells of Lu — K9 then Cn(L, K) is the free Z [raj-module generated
by Sn. Since dim(L — K)<oo at most finitely many of the chain groups Cn(L, K)
are not zéro.
be a proper déformation retraction of L down into K. We can
Let
assume r is cellular by [2, Th. 1.7]. For each vertex u of T' choose a cofinite subcomplex Nu of Lu (i.e., Lu-Nu has only finitely many cells) such that
i) No Lo and Nu => Nv whenever u < v

r:LxI-*L

ii) r(NuxI)czLu.
The map r:NuxI^Lu has a unique lifting ru:NuxI-+Lu such that rM restricted to
Ntt x 0 is the inclusion and such that whenever w< v there is a commutative diagram

Nu x

I -> Lu

Let (?n(L, X)ucCn(L, K)u be the free Z [VJ-submodule generated by the «-cells of
Lu — K belonging to Nu — K and let iu:€n(L, K)u-*Cn(L, K)u dénote the inclusion
map. The maps ru\NuxI->Lu induce coboundary operators

dnu:Cn(L,K)u->Cn+1(L,K)u
compatible with the morphisms Cn(L, K)v->£n(L, K)u and Cn(L, K)v-*Cn(L, K)u
such that for each vertex u of T'

id, for

m

0

ix, for

u

>

0

Hère dun:Cn(L, K)u^Cn.l(L, K)u is the restriction of dun. Thus the collection
dn {dl} defines a germ dn:Cn(L, K)-*Cn+1(L, K) such that on the germ level we
hâve

This shows that (C#, 3*) is an acyclic complex of based modules over the tree of
rings Z [tt] and as in [6, Chap. I, § 5] we can define the torsion to be

T(L,K)

T(C3|c,ôs|t)eWh(7r)

(2.1)

Now hère is the way to define t (L, K) in the spirit of [4] : By replacing dn with
dn°dn+1°dn (if necessary) we can assume that dn+iodn=0. Let Cev ©o<fc C2k and
Codd=®0^kC2k+i- The formula (*) implies that dev + </ev:Cev->Codd is an isomorphism on the germ level whose inverse is dodd+rfodd:Codd-> Cev. Let the trees of
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Sev=

II

S2k

and

Sodd=
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disjoint unions of trees of sets

II

S2k+l

0>k

OZk

Z [7i]-module generated by Sev and Codd is the free Z [rc]-module
generated by 5odd. Let J' dénote the standard tree of sets {J'u} determined by the
partially ordered set /' of vertices of T'; that is J'u {v ue J' and u< v}. Let F [/' ; tu]
dénote the free Z [7r]-module generated by the tree of sets /'. As in [1, Prop. 2.2]
Then

Cev is

the free

|

/'.

choose proper bijections h:SewU J'-+J' and g:Sodd II /'-?
Let //:Cev©
©F ; tt] -> F ; tc] and G : Codd©F \J' ; tc] -> F ; 7r] be the induced germ
to
isomorphisms. Then Go(^ev + rfev)o/f~1 is an invertible germ taking
itself and we hâve

[/'

[/'

T(L,K)

<Go(dev

[/'

+ dev)oH-1}eWh(n).

F[/';tt]

(2.2)

The torsion t (L, ^T) is independent of the choice of the liftings û of the vertices
t'{u) and also of the choice of base paths A.
In [6, Chap I, § 5] the torsion is shown to be invariant under subdivision and to
be additive in the following sensé: Let M czLcK where M is a proper déformation
retract of L and L is a proper déformation retract of K. Let / : T-+ L be a tree for L.
Then

t (K, M) t (K, L) + z*t (L, M)

(2.3)

7)is the isomorphism induced by the inclusion i\
Now let/:X-> F be a proper homotopy équivalence in the category ^+ and let
t :T-+ Fbe a tree. Deform/properly to a proper cellular map/and as in [6, Chap I,

where z* : Wh(L; f -> Wh(À';

§

zo

5] define

T(f)

r*T(Mf,X)eWh(Y;t)

(2.4)

r Mf -> F is the standard déformation retraction. If i : if c; L is an inclusion and
K is a déformation retraction of L then t(z) t(L, AT). This is Lemma 20 of Chap I.
of [6]. By Lemma 21 of Chap I of [6] the torsion t(/) doesn't dépend on the choice
of cellular "approximation"/. Furthermore the following additivity property holds
(Lemma 22 of Chap I of [6]): Let/: J$f-> F and g: Y-+Xbe proper homotopy
équivalences. Let t\T-+ Fbe a tree. Then
where

:

(2.5)
where g induces the isomorphism

g*:Wh(r; f)-> Wh(Z; g°t).
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LEMMA

2.5. Suppose

f:X-> Y

is a simple équivalence in the category

^+.

Then

Proof. The additivity property of torsion reduces the argument to showing that
is an expansion in ^+. Write L Ku ((Jh-i Ld where Lt is
t(L, K) 0 where
a finite subcomplex which collapses to Ki=KnLi and dim(Lf — K)^n for ail i. Each
Lf can be collapsed to Kt by performing elementary collapses in order of decreasing
dimension. The additivity property again reduces the problem to showing that
is a séquence of elementary expansions of dimension
t(L, K) 0 whenever each
k. However the torsion certainly vanishes in this case because dev + dev
dk:Ck(L9 K)-+Ck-1(L, K) is a blocked germ [1, §2] with eachblock being a product
of elementary matrices.
Now let Xbe an object of ^+ and let t:T-+Xbe a tree for X. Let [/]e^+ (X)
be represented by a proper homotopy équivalence f:X-+ Y. Choose a proper homotopy inverse g: Y-+ X of and as in [6, Chap. I, § 5] let

K/L

K^Li

/

t).

(2.6)

Then (2.4) and (2.5) imply that (2.6) gives a well defined homomorphism

and we show in the next section that this is an isomorphism.
§ 3.

t+ is

an isomorphism

In this section we prove
THEOREM

3.1.

Let X be an object of&+ and let

t:T^Ybea tree for X.

Then

is an isomorphism.
First we prove that t+ is injective.
Let/:Z-> Fbe a cellular proper homotopy équivalence and let Mf be the mapping
cylinder of /.
3.2. There is an inclusion Xc+M with X a proper déformation retract of M
such that the pair (M, X) is simply équivalent relZ in %>+ to the pair (Mf9 X) andsuch

LEMMA

that M—Xhas cells in only two dimensions.
The proof of this is a straight forward generalization to the proper category of the
argument for Lemma 3 of [7]. In fact, M can be chosen to hâve cells only in dimen-
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sions «4-1 and n where w^max(dimAr, dim Y). Thus M can be constructed to hâve
cells only in dimensions 2k and 2A:— 1 where 2k — 1 ^max(dimZ, dim Y).
Now suppose f:X-+Y represents an élément of ^+ (X) on which t+ vanishes.
Replace Mf by M as above. Choose t'\T' -+Xand {Xu} as in § 2. Choose a collection
{Aftt} satisfying (a) through (d) of §2 as follows: Let
M'u Xukj {{2k— l)-cells of M whose attaching maps lie in Xu}. Then set
MM M,;u{2A:-cells of M whose attaching maps lie in M»}. Assume that 2k^4
and let
{tm, yuv} be the tree of groups where 7tu nl (Mu, tlu))(^nl(Xu9 t'(u)). Since
T+
0 we know that t t(M, Z)eWh(;r)^Wh(M; t) also vanishes. The torsion
is represented by the germ

t

(/)

t

d2k:C2k(M,X)->C2k.1(M,X).

ô

know by Lemma 2.7 of [1 ] that after stabilization of d to (d® )© • • • © 1
it is possible to find blocked germs A YJo^u A" and 5=Xo<« Bu °f C2k(M9 X) to
itself such that
Since

r

0 we

1

where P:C2k(M, X)^>C2k_l(M, X) is a 7r-permutation germ. We also know that
each of the square matrices Au and Bu is a product of elementary matrices over Z[tcm].
Since P is a /r-permutation germ it has a matrix représentative {Pu} where Pu: C2kx
(M, X)u-+C2k_l(M9 X)u satisfies PM(basis élément) ±g-(basis élément) where
genu. The stabilization of d to (3©1)©---©1 is achieved geometrically by stabilizing
M; that is, we replace M by Mu{elk~1uelk} where each pair elk~ivelk is an
elementary expansion attached to the vertex t'(u)eX. To simplify notation we shall
still dénote the stabilized d and the stabilized M by d and M. Let S={SU} dénote the
where Su 2k-cdte of Mu — X. Since A is blocked we can (as in §2
tree of sets over
of [1]) replace the tree £={£„} by an équivalent tree of sets D {DU} with DuaSu
and we can amalgamate A so that ÔU DU— [JU<VDV is a finite set which is the
support of Au; that is, Au is an invertible Z[7ru]-homomorphism from FU F[ÔU; nu~]
to itself.
Recall the following: Suppose L Kvf en where S"1"1 -+ Â'is the attaching map.
is deformed by a homotopy H: Sn~ * x /-» .ATto a map g: Sn'1-^L then 1/ K\jg en
has the same simpJe type as L. Let W=K\jH(enxI) where H:Sn~1 xI-+K is the
is the simple équivalence from L to L'. Also recall
attaching map. Then
ATn_ t -? ^Tn is a séquence of elementary expansions and/or
that if Ko -? Kt -?
contractions then there is a complex W containing Ko and Kn such that K0/"W\Kn
and dim PF<max(dimiQ.
Now write each matrix Au as a product of elementary matrices of the form efj(A):
Fu-+Fu where A= ±g for ge7rM. For each u use this product to perform a séquence

/'

/:

If/

L/*W\L'
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of déformations of the attaching maps of the 2&-cells in Ûu over one another as in the
"handle addition" lemma of [7, Lemma 4]. At any step in the process the attaching
map of a cell e2k in Ûu is deformed with support contained in Mfu u (other 2fc-cells in
Ôu). This procédure changes M by a proper simple équivalence in ^+ to a complex

M'

such the boundary map d'\Clk{M\ X)-+C2k-i(M', X) is just the germd-^4.
Repeat the process using a block décomposition of the germi? to get a complex M"
such that d" : C2k(M\ X) -> C2fc_ t (M\ X) is just d-A-B=P. Since P is a 7c-permutation germ the attaching maps of the 2A>cells can be deformed in a locally finite way so
that each 2^-cell cancels just one (2k— l)-cell and misses ail the others. This says M"
is properly simply équivalent in ^+ to a complex which collapses to X. We conclude
that t+ :
(X)-> Wh(Z; t) is injective.
It is easy to show that t+ is surjective: Let t':T' -+Xand {ZM} be as in §2 and let
A:F\_J'; n~\ -^F{J'\ tc] be an invertible germ. For each vertex u of T' attach a 4-cell
e\ to Z by collapsing de\ to the point t'(u). Now attach 5-cells e^ in a locally finite
way using the gérait. This gives a complex M which has X as a proper déformation

^

retract by [2, Th. 3.1] or [5, Prop IV]. Also t(X-+M)=
This complètes the proof that t + is an isomorphism.
§ 4.

Torsion in the category

[^]eWh(7r)^Wh(Z; t).

c€

Although the methods of §2 don't directly define the torsion of a proper homotopy
équivalence

f:X-+ Fin the category ^ it is possible to prove

THEOREM 4.1. Let X be

an object

of <# and let

t:T->X be

a tree. There is an

isomorphism

A

conséquence

of (3.1) and (4.1)

is

^

COROLLARY 4.2. IfXisanobject of<£+Jhen
(X)-+ & (X)is an isomorphism.
'
Proof of (A A). Let t : T -> Zand {Xu} be as in §2. Let n {nu, yuv} be the associated
tree of groups. Recall the exact séquence (3.6) of [1]:

wh oo 7^s n wh oo 4. wh (^ - n ^ m
n
0<M
0<u
0<«
Let

Wh(m)'

Coker

[n Wh(O'^S
0<M

[1 Wh(«,)]
0^1*

-s

n

0<a

^m

(4.3>
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Let
KQ

(*)'

Ker

[ fi

KQ

0<M

W

-5 El *o (*.)]
0<M

Then there is the exact séquence
0 -»

Wh (tu)' -? Wh (n) -> Ko W

In [5] the following exact
0 ->

Wh (tu)' ->

~>

0

(4.4)

séquence is constructed:

^ (X) -> Ko (n)r - 0

(4.5)

Hence to prove (4.1) it suffices by the "5-lemma" to construct a homomorphism
Wh(7c)-+ £?(X) which induces a map from the séquence (4.4) to the séquence (4.5).
This was essentially done in the proof of (3.1): Take an invertible germ A:F\J'\ n\-+
-»F[/'; n~] and construct a complex M {A) containing A" as a proper déformation
retract by attaching one 4-cell e\ to the vertex tf (u)eX and then attaching the 5-cells
e5u in a locally finite
way using the germ^. The argument of §3 proving the injectivity
of t+ shows that M {A) is simply équivalent to M{A-E) whenever £ is a blocked
germE=YjuEu such that each Eu is a product of elementary matrices over Z[rcH].
Stabilization of A to A®\ only changes M {A) by adding elementary expansions.
Hence the proper simple type of M {A) doesn't change when A is varied by the defining
relations of Wh(^) and we get the required homomorphism Wh(7r)-> £f(X).
§ 5. The proper s-cobordism theorem

Now that

^+ (X) and ^(X) hâve been described in algebraic terms the proper

•s-cobordism theorem

of [5] can

be reformulated.

Recall that a smooth, piecewise linear or topological cobordism Wn from Ml to
M+ is a proper A-cobordism provided the inclusions M_ c; JFand M+ c; Ware proper
homotopy équivalences. Suppose M_, M+, Wsltq ail non-compact and let t : T-+ M_
be a tree.

Let n^6. There is a well defined torsion élément t(W;M-9
M+)eWh(M_; t) which vanishes iff (W;M-,M+) is isomorphic to (M_ x [0, 1];
Af_ x 0, M x 1). Every élément of Wh(M_ ; t) can be realized as the torsion of some

THEOREM

5.1.

proper h-cobordism on M_.
This is just the statement of the combined theorems (3.1) and (4.2) above together
with Theorem III of [5]. Alternatively, for a direct proof that éléments of Wh(M_ ; t)
classify proper /z-cobordisms on M_ one can mimic the argument in the compact
case using the methods of §3 in the setting of handlebody theory.
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Hère are some examples. Compare with [5].
a) Suppose M_ is simply connectée and simply connectée at infinity. Then it is
possible to choose a tree t':Tf -*M_ and a collection {(M_)J such that each (M_)M
is simply connected. Thus n {nu9 yuv} is a tree of trivial groups and (4.3) shows that
Wh (tt) £ Wh (M- ; t vanishes. Hence any proper /z-cobordism on such an M is trivial.
b) Suppose M_ has just one stable end s with fundamental group n^ such that
n1z-*n1M. is an isomorphism. Then (3.10) of [1] implies that Wh(Af_; t) 0 and
hence any proper /î-cobordism on M_ is trivial. In particular, for any non-compact
M_, any proper /z-cobordism on M_ x R2 is trivial.
There are algebraic product and duality formulae similar to the ones in the compact
case. Compare with [5].
Let (W\ M_, M+) be a proper /j-cobordism and let N be a compact manifold.

t:T-+M_

Let

be a tree.

Product formula (see Lemma 23 of [6]).

x(W x JV;M_ x N9M+ x N)
where #(#) is the Euler class of N and /îie:Wh(M_; f)-»Wh(M_ x N; t) is the
induced homomorphism.
Remark. By constrast to the above suppose (Wn\ M-, M+) is a proper /z-cobordism (compact or non-compact) and let N be a, non-compact manifold. If n ^ 6 then
the proper /z-cobordism Wx N; M_ x N9 M+ x N) is trivial.
The torsion of a proper /*-cobordism W\ M_, A/+) can be computed in Wh W\ t)
where there is a conjugation — :Wh(W; ^)->Wh(^; ^) defined as follows: choose
t':Tf -> W and {^FM} as in §2. For each vertex u of T" there is the orientation
homomorphism wy.7im->Z2
{ + 1, — 1}. If u^v9 then wv wuoyuv. Define the conjugation
— : n -» 7c to be the collection of compatible conjugations —:nu-+nu where g
m;m(^)^~1 f°r ^G7ru- The conjugation on n induces one on Wh(7i)^Wh(JF; t) by
taking any invertible germ^:^./'; n\ -*F\J'\ n~] to ^T=conjugate transpose of A.

Duality formula

(see [6, Chap

t(W; M+9 M_)

I, §5])

(- l)""1 t(W; M_, M+).
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